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Figure 1 – Example current limiting reactor (three-tiered coil structure at center). 
The capacitors installed on the steel frame structure at left are not proposed as part 
of the Project, although similar frame equipment will be necessary for connecting 
conductors to the equipment.  

MEMORANDUM 
To: Scott Mallory 

From: Jeremy Owens 

Date: September 14, 2017  
Re: VELCO EA-QC Reactor Project– Aesthetic Review 

I. Project Descriptions 

The EA-QC Reactor Project (the “Project”), proposed by Vermont Electric Power Company 
(“VELCO”), consists of minor upgrades to the East Avenue Substation and Queen City Substation, 
which are two existing substations respectively located in Burlington and South Burlington, Vermont. The 
proposed upgrades include installing two sets of current limiting reactors within the existing East Avenue 
Substation fence, and one current limiting reactor within the existing Queen City Substation fence. These 
current limiting reactors will limit the electrical current exiting the existing transformers to a level that the 
Burlington Electric Department’s (“BED”) distribution system can safely handle, and will prevent high 
levels of fault current from overloading BED’s electrical distribution system. See Figure 1 for an example 
of a current limiting reactor. 
 
 
 
 
  

Exhibit Petitioner SM-9
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Figure 2 – East Avenue Substation – Proposed Reactor Upgrades (green) and Photo Locations (orange) 

East Avenue Substation 
The East Avenue Substation reactors will connect to the existing steel structures within the substation 
fence (see Figure 2), and will require new steel structures adjacent to the reactors in order to support an 
interconnection with the existing substation infrastructure. The maximum height of the newly proposed 
structures within the East Avenue Substation, including the connecting steel structures, is approximately 
32.5 feet. This is shorter than the 60 foot tall A-frame structures within the substation. 
 
VELCO expanded the East Avenue Substation as part of the East Avenue Loop Project, which included 
the installation of landscape mitigation to the north and west of the substation. VELCO planned and 
installed this landscaping in coordination with the adjacent landowner, the University of Vermont, which 
owns the parking area immediately north of the substation as well as the Centennial Field Baseball 
Stadium to the northeast. The proposed Project will not affect any of the landscaping installed as part of 
the East Avenue Loop Project. 
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Figure 3 – Queen City Substation – Proposed Reactor Upgrades (green/black) and Photo Locations (orange) 

Queen City Substation 
The Queen City Substation reactor will connect to an existing distribution line that extends around the 
north and west sides of the substation fence (see Figure 3), and will require new steel structures adjacent 
to the reactors in order to support an interconnection with the existing distribution infrastructure. Two 
existing distribution poles will be utilized for connecting over the substation fence to the new reactor, 
which will require adding one guy wire to each pole. No vegetative clearing will be required. The 
maximum height of the newly proposed structures within the Queen City Substation, including the 
connecting steel structures, is approximately 32 feet. This is shorter than the 60+ foot tall lattice structures 
within the substation. Additionally, a new segment of fence is being proposed 10’ from the west and south 
sides of the control building for maintenance and security. Some limbing of the closest vegetation will be 
necessary to make room for the fence, but this is expected to be minor and would not overtly interfere 
with the existing screening of the Queen City Substation. 
  
VELCO expanded the Queen City Substation as part of the Northwest Reliability Project, which included 
the installation of landscape mitigation around the north, west, and south sides of the substation. VELCO 
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planned and installed the landscaping in coordination with adjacent landowners. The proposed Project 
will not affect any of the landscaping installed as part of the Northwest Reliability Project. 
 

II. Quechee Test 

The Vermont Public Utility Commission applies the Quechee Analysis in Section 248 proceedings 
according to the following:  
 

In order to reach a determination as to whether the project will have undue adverse effect on the 
aesthetics of the area, the Board employs the two-part test first outlined by the Vermont 
Environmental Board in Quechee, and further defined in numerous other decisions. 
 
Pursuant to this procedure, first a determination must be made as to whether a project will have 
an adverse impact on aesthetics and scenic and natural beauty. In order to find that it will have an 
adverse impact, a project must be out of character with its surroundings. Specific factors used in 
making this evaluation include the nature of the project’s surroundings, the compatibility of the 
project’s design with those surroundings, the suitability of the project’s colors and materials with 
the immediate environment, the visibility of the project, and the impact of the project on open 
space. 
 
The next step in the two part test, once a conclusion as to the adverse effect of the project has 
been reached, is to determine whether any adverse effect of the project is “undue.” An adverse 
effect is considered undue when a positive finding is reached regarding any one of the following 
factors: 

1. Does the project violate a clear, written community standard intended to preserve the 
aesthetics or scenic beauty of the area? 

2. Have the applicants failed to take generally available mitigating steps which a reasonable 
person would take to improve the harmony of the project with its surroundings? 

3. Does the project offend the sensibilities of the average person? Is it offensive or shocking 
because it is out of character with its surroundings or significantly diminishes the scenic 
qualities of the area? 

 
Our analysis, however, does not end with the results of the Quechee test. Instead, our assessment 
of whether a particular project will have an “undue” adverse effect on aesthetics and scenic or 
natural beauty is “significantly informed by overall societal benefits of the project.” Petitions of the 
Vermont Electric Power Company, Inc. (VELCO), Vermont Transco, Docket No. 6860, Vt. Pub. Serv. Bd. 
(Jan. 28, 2005) at 79 (footnotes omitted). 

 
In conducting the Quechee Analysis and preparing this memo, background data and field investigation are 
used to characterize the project area, review previous permitting and construction of both substations and 
associated landscape mitigation, and understand potential visibility of the proposed upgrades in order to 
evaluate whether there are in fact ‘adverse’ impacts and if so, whether those impacts could be considered 
‘undue.’  
 
Photographs that correspond to the photo location points shown in Figures 2 and 3 have been included 
as Appendix A: Photographic Inventory.  
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III. Evaluation of  Impacts 

East Avenue Substation - Burlington | Not Adverse 
Two current limiting reactors are proposed at the East Avenue Substation, one for each of the substations 
transformers. This substation is located south of University Road, and to the southwest of the existing 
Centennial Field baseball stadium (see Figure 2).  
 
The only significant visibility of the proposed reactor equipment will be from nearby portions of 
University Road, the Centennial Field parking lot, and the Centennial Field concessions area. The Public 
Utility Commission previously approved revisions to the East Avenue Substation that VELCO 
constructed as part of the VELCO East Avenue Loop Project.  As part of this approval, T. J. Boyle 
Associates prepared a landscape mitigation plan to screen views of the substation in coordination with 
feedback from the University of Vermont. The landscape mitigation that VELCO installed as part of the 
East Avenue Loop Project will also screen some of the proposed reactor upgrades, similar to the way in 
which existing substation elements are screened (see Appendix A, viewpoints EA-1 through EA-4).  
 
While the proposed 32.5’ tall reactors would be visible at the east end of the substation near the baseball 
field, the several existing 60’ tall A-frame structures inside the substation will continue to be the tallest 
elements within the substation yard. The addition of the reactors would be considered a relatively minor 
expansion, and would be of a similar character and color to the existing equipment. Only the nearby area 
would have visibility of the Project, and the existing mitigation plantings will also serve to mitigate visibility 
of the proposed reactor equipment. For these reasons, visibility of the Project upgrades at the East 
Avenue Substation are considered NOT ADVERSE. 
 
Queen City Substation – South Burlington | Not Adverse 
One current limiting reactor is proposed in the northwest corner of the Queen City Substation, which 
itself is located at the southeast corner of the intersection of Queen City Park Road and Central Avenue 
(see Figure 3).  
 
The proposed reactor equipment will be screened by an existing mixed deciduous and evergreen buffer 
that currently separates the substation from the intersection. The Public Utility Commission previously 
approved revisions to the Queen City Substation that VELCO constructed as part of the VELCO 
Northwest Reliability Project.  As part of this approval, T. J. Boyle Associates prepared a landscape 
mitigation plan to screen views of the substation in coordination with feedback from the City of South 
Burlington and residential areas to the south of the substation. T. J. Boyle Associates does not expect the 
proposed reactor equipment to be clearly visible from the intersection, and expects any clearing that could 
potentially result from the addition of guy wires to existing distribution structures would not affect the 
existing vegetative buffer (see Appendix A, viewpoints QC-1 through QC-4).  
 
While the proposed 32’ tall reactor could potentially be visible through the vegetative buffer, especially 
during leaf-off conditions, the existing 60’+ tall lattice structures inside the substation will continue to be 
the tallest elements within the substation yard. The addition of the reactor would be considered a relatively 
minor expansion, and would be of a similar character and color to the existing equipment. Only the 
nearest areas of Queen City Park Road and Central Avenue would have visibility of the Project elements, 
and the existing vegetated buffer (which the Project would not disturb) will also serve to mitigate visibility 
of the proposed reactor equipment. For these reasons, the Project upgrades at the Queen City Substation 
are considered NOT ADVERSE. 
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IV. Findings and Conclusions 

The findings of this analysis lead us to conclude that the proposed Project will not have an adverse 
effect on the scenic or natural beauty or aesthetics of the area. This is due to the fact that, while 
visibility in nearby areas will be possible, the Project will generally not be visible from other publicly 
accessible locations. Where visible, the proposed reactor equipment is compatible with the existing 
substations, and would not constitute a major change to the existing character. Due to the lack of 
significant Project visibility and compatibility with the existing permitted substations, the second 
part of the Quechee Analysis was not administered. 
 
In conclusion, we believe this Project meets the Quechee Test insofar as its impact on aesthetics will 
not be unduly adverse.  
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East Avenue Substation Photographs 
 

 
Viewpoint EA-1:  Approximately 180° panoramic view from University Road approximately 250 feet north of the Project Site, 
panning from east (left) to west (right).  The orange rectangle represents the image below, which is captured with a 50mm normal 
lens equivalent. 

 
 
 

 
Viewpoint EA-1:  View looking southeast from University Road north of the Project Site, as represented by the orange rectangle 
in the panoramic view above.  The east end of the existing substation is visible beyond the hedgerow and fence. (50mm 
equivalent) 
 
 
 
 
 

Approximate Extent 
and Height of 

Proposed Reactors 
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Viewpoint EA-2:  View looking east towards the Project site from University Road.  (50mm equivalent) 

 

 
Viewpoint EA-3:  View looking south from University Road toward the Project Site and existing substation.  (50mm equivalent) 
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Viewpoint EA-4:  View from University Road looking east towards the Project site and existing substation.  (50mm equivalent) 
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Queen City Substation Photographs 
 

 
Viewpoint QC-1:  Approximate 90° panoramic view from Industrial Parkway at Central Avenue, panning from east (left) to 
south (right).  The orange rectangle represents the image below, which is captured with a 50mm normal lens equivalent. 

 
Viewpoint QC-1:  View looking southeast towards the Project site from the intersection of Queen City Park Road and Central 
Avenue.  (50mm equivalent) 

 

Approximate Extent and 
Height of Proposed Reactor 

(Beyond Intervening 
Vegetation) 
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Viewpoint QC-2:  View looking east from Central Avenue toward the northwest corner of the Queen City Substation yard.   
(50mm equivalent) 
 

 
Viewpoint QC-3:  View looking southwest from Queen City Park Road north of the Project Site. (50mm equivalent) 
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Viewpoint QC-4:  View looking northeast from Central Avenue towards the Queen City Substation access road and northwest 
corner of the substation yard.  (50mm equivalent) 


